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Ever Wonder 
Why?

• Day is warmer than night

• Summer is warmer than winter

• Phoenix is warmer than Fargo



Heat Budgets



Dancing Molecules and Heat Rays!
• Nearly all of the air is 

made of oxygen (O2) 
and nitrogen (N2) in 
which two atoms of 
the same element 
share electrons

• Infrared (heat) energy 
radiated up from the 
surface can be 
absorbed by these 
molecules, but not 
very well
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Diatomic molecules can 
vibrate back and forth like 
balls on a spring, but the 
ends are identical



Dancing Molecules and Heat Rays!
• Carbon dioxide (CO2) 

and water vapor (H2O) 
are different!

• They have many more 
ways to vibrate and 
rotate, so they are 
very good at 
absorbing and 
emitting infrared 
(heat) radiation

Molecules that have many 
ways to wiggle are called 
“Greenhouse” molecules
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Absorption spectrum of CO2 was measured by John Tyndall in 1863





1856 – Eunice Foote



Common Sense
• Doubling CO2

would add 4 watts 
to every square 
meter of the Earth, 
24/7/365

• Doing that would 
make the surface 
warmer

• This was known 
before light bulbs 
were invented!

4 Watts

1 m

1 m

John Tyndall, January 1863



Common Myth #1

WRONG!
It’s because we 

know that when 
we add heat to 
things, they 
warm up

“Scientists expect a warmer future 
because it’s been warming up recently”
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Recent Changes

• More warming on land than ocean
• Warming since 1900 less than 1 C over ocean
• Warming since 1900 around 1 C over land



Big 
Choices

Observed Change 1901-2012



Past and Future
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Difference in climate 
between a low-emissions 
(RCP 2.6) and high-
emissions (RCP 8.5) 
don’t become large until 
mid-century



Low
Emissions

High
Emissions

Moderate
Emissions

How much warmer?

• Land vs Oceans !

• North vs South

• Snowy vs not 3 oC

• We warm up more

• 3 oC to 6 oC

• 5 oF to 10 oF

6 oC

5 oF

10 oF



Where is it 10o F Warmer

Seattle è
Sacramento

Denver è
Albuquerque

Illinois è
Mississippi

Washington DC è
Tallahassee

Water? Crops?    
Real Estate?     Health?

“on average?”

10 oF warming is like moving 
600 – 800 miles South!



Zones Marching Up

• In Colorado, temps drop about 10 F for 
each 3000 feet of elevation
– Denver -> Estes Park
– Estes Park -> Trail Ridge Road

• But in 100 years instead of 100 centuries!



A Region 
On the Edge
75 million people in the 
western US live in a region 
with marginal precipitation

Just enough snow to support 
forests and reservoirs 

Just enough irrigation water to 
support farming

Just enough water for cities 
and towns

MT

NMCA
AZ

NV

ID

CO

WY

WA

OR

UT

TX



Our Water Supply



Declining 
Snowpack

Loss of  Mountain Spring Snowpack

40 years of  daily snow records from 
549 stations across the western USA

Station Color Key:
Red: Decline of  more than 50%
Orange: Decline between 20% & 50%
Yellow: Nearly steady over 40 years
Green: Increase between 20% & 50%
Blue: Increase more than 50%



Water Budgets

In Out

Drought is the running sum 
of  water out minus water in

Evaporative demand increases w/ temperature



Droughts Past & Future

internal variability in the climate system that is likely to not be ei-
ther consistent across models or congruent in time between the ob-
servations and models, and so such disagreements are unsurprising.
In the multimodel mean, all three moisture balance metrics show
markedly consistent drying during the later half of the 21st century
(2050–2099) (Fig. 1; see figs. S1 to S4 for individual models). Drying
in the Southwest is more severe (RCP 8.5: PDSI = !2.31, SM-30cm =
!2.08, SM-2m = !2.98) than that over the Central Plains (RCP 8.5:
PDSI = !1.89, SM-30cm = !1.20, SM-2m = !1.17). In both regions, the
consistent cross-model drying trends are driven primarily by the forced
response to increased greenhouse gas concentrations (13), rather than

by any fundamental shift in ocean-atmosphere dynamics [indeed, there
is a wide disparity across models regarding the strength and fidelity of
the simulated teleconnections over North America (23)]. In the South-
west, this forcing manifests as both a reduction in cold season precipita-
tion (24) and an increase in potential evapotranspiration (that is,
evaporative demand increases in a warmer atmosphere) (13, 25) acting
in concert to reduce soil moisture. Even though cold season precipitation
is actually expected to increase over parts of California in our Southwest
region (24, 26), the increase in evaporative demand is still sufficient to
drive a net reduction in soil moisture. Over the Central Plains, precip-
itation responses during the spring and summer seasons (the main

Fig. 1. Top: Multimodel mean summer (JJA) PDSI and standardized
soil moisture (SM-30cm and SM-2m) over North America for 2050–
2099 from 17 CMIP5 model projections using the RCP 8.5 emissions
scenario. SM-30cm and SM-2m are standardized to the same mean and
variance as the model PDSI over the calibration interval from the associated
historical scenario (1931–1990). Dashed boxes represent the regions of in-
terest: the Central Plains (105°W–92°W, 32°N–46°N) and the Southwest

(125°W–105°W, 32°N–41°N). Bottom: Regional average time series of the
summer seasonmoisture balancemetrics from theNADA and CMIP5models.
The observational NADA PDSI series (brown) is smoothed using a 50-year
loess spline to emphasize the low-frequency variability in the paleo-record.
Model time series (PDSI, SM-30cm, and SM-2m) are the multimodel means
averaged across the 17CMIP5models, and thegray shadedarea is themulti-
model interquartile range for model PDSI.

R E S EARCH ART I C L E

Cook et al. Sci. Adv. 2015;1:e1400082 12 February 2015 2 of 7

Dust Bowl

Medieval Megadroughts

Tree rings

Climate 
models

Coming droughts much worse than any in past 1000 years



Warming Promotes Wildfire
1. Warmer air increases 

evaporative demand on 
forests

2. Longer warm season
depletes soil moisture

3. More frequent 
extremely hot, dry, 
windy days when fires 
are uncontrollable

656%

656%

NRC 2011

Projected Increase in Area Burned



• If China, India, & 
Africa industrialize 
with coal, CO2 will rise 
to 4x preindustrial

• Extra CO2 will last for 
thousands of years 
after coal is gone

Thermostat only turns one way!
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Common Myth #2
“When we reduce or stop burning fossil fuel, CO2

will go away and things will go back to 
normal”

emissions
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Stop setting 
stuff on fire!



Like Moore’s Law
• To limit 

warming to 2 C, 
emissions have 
to fall 50% each 
decade starting 
now!

• This will be 
really hard!

Rockstrom et al (2017) 
A roadmap for rapid
decarbonization
Science 24 Mar 2017:
355, 1269-1271
DOI: 10.1126/science.aah3443
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How Much Will We Burn?

Four factors determine 
fossil fuel emissions:

– Population

– Economic activity

– Energy efficiency of economy

– Carbon efficiency of energy

Population $/person

P $
CO2

Emitted
P x= $ E

E
CO2xx

energy/$
CO2  /

energy

Kaya Identity



World Population

Remember 
“The Population Bomb” ?

• World population has more 
than doubled in my lifetime

• It will never double again

• Population growth rate is 
half  what it was when I 
was a teenager

• Expected to reach zero 
population growth by 2100



UN Sustainable 
Development 

Goals
1.Eliminate Extreme 

Poverty

2.Improve Equality of 
Opportunity

3.Don’t Destroy the World



SDG 1: End Extreme Poverty

• < $1.90 / day

• 0.9 billion people 
worldwide 

• Cut in half since 
1990!

• Almost all in 
South Asia & 
Tropical Africa
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Energy Use in Buildings
In the developed 
world, our biggest 
energy need is 
constructing and 
operating buildings!

Almost twice as 
much as transport or 
industry!

LOTS of  room for 
improvement!
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Efficient Architects!
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https://www.vox.com/2016/9/19/12938086/electrify-everything

Simple Plan for Deep Decarbonization
1. Clean up electricity
2. Electrify everything

Simple.

See reading



Variable Supply & Demand
• Clean energy 

is already 
cheaper than 
old-fashioned 
energy 

• The real challenge is getting it from 
where it’s made to where and when 
it’s used



Transmission



ARTICLES
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Future cost-competitive electricity systems and
their impact on US CO2 emissions
Alexander E. MacDonald1*†, Christopher T. M. Clack1,2*†, Anneliese Alexander1,2, Adam Dunbar1,
JamesWilczak1 and Yuanfu Xie1

Carbon dioxide emissions from electricity generation are a major cause of anthropogenic climate change. The deployment of
wind and solar power reduces these emissions, but is subject to the variability of the weather. In the present study, we calculate
the cost-optimized configuration of variable electrical power generators using weather data with high spatial (13-km) and
temporal (60-min) resolution over the contiguous US. Our results show that when using future anticipated costs for wind and
solar, carbon dioxide emissions from the US electricity sector can be reduced by up to 80% relative to 1990 levels, without
an increase in the levelized cost of electricity. The reductions are possible with current technologies and without electrical
storage. Wind and solar power increase their share of electricity production as the system grows to encompass large-scale
weather patterns. This reduction in carbon emissions is achieved by moving away from a regionally divided electricity sector
to a national system enabled by high-voltage direct-current transmission.

Carbon dioxide (CO2) release from burning fossil fuels is a
major contributor to climate change1. Without significant
action to curb these emissions, humans and the natural

world will face increasing penalties2–5. In contrast with the negative
e�ects of CO2 emissions are the benefits of cheap energy; electricity
in particular is strongly linked to advanced national economies
and high living standards6. Any solution to mitigate CO2 must be
economical for it to succeed.

Wind and solar power have very low life-cycle CO2 emissions7.
Integrating large amounts of wind and solar would decrease CO2
emissions drastically; however, they are dependent on the weather.
The variability of the weather has led to the assumption that
all weather-dependent renewable energy technologies need to be
supported by backup fossil fuel generation or storage on a significant
basis, causing costs to soar8. Paradoxically, the variability of the
weather can provide the answer to its perceived problems.

Because Earth’s mid-latitude weather systems cover large
geographic areas, the average variability of weather decreases as
size increases9; if wind or solar power are not available in a small
area, they are more likely to be available somewhere in a larger
area. Even more importantly, access to electricity over a large region
allows locations with rich wind and solar resources to supply cheap
power to distant markets. The key enabling technology for the
large geographic domains favoured for wind and solar power is a
network of high-voltage direct-current (HVDC) transmission lines.
Electrical storage can also reduce the intermittency of wind and
solar, but at a higher cost than HVDC transmission lines.

Our study targets the contiguous US electricity sector to find
cost-optimal networks of wind and solar generators that fulfil the
requirements of an electrical power system. We show that the US
can reduce CO2 emissions from the electricity sector by 33–78% at
approximately the same cost of electricity as in 2012. In recent years,
similar tools have been developed that deal with electrical power
ystem optimization, for example, MARKAL, NEMS,WEM, ReEDS,
SWITCH, US-REGEN and ReNOT (refs 10–18). Our National

Electricity with Weather System (NEWS) model di�ers from these
models in its use of weather data with high temporal and spatial
resolution, broad geographic areas, and extended time periods.
Further, it co-optimizes dispatch, transmission and capacity
expansion, allowing cost savings from geographic diversity, load
smoothing, transmission expansion, reserve pooling and decreased
energy density requirements. We integrate complex weather data
over continental-scale geography while still handling the salient
features of an electrical power system. NEWS implicitly computes
the security-constrained unit commitment and economic dispatch,
explicitly determines the planning reserves, load-following reserves
and calculates the hourly transmission power flow, the capacity
expansion of generators as well as transmission expansion. These
constraints can be found in Supplementary Information Section 1.6.

Several studies have appeared over the past few years examining
very high penetration levels of variable generation (close to 100%);
these studies model renewable energy domination of the electricity
sector. Two of these use subsets of the US, both spatially and
temporally19,20. To get very high penetrations of variable generation
they either constrain the fossil fuels or assume low-cost storage.
Further, transmission is assumed to be perfect, an assumption that
we do not make. A further study21 considers the entire contiguous
US is considered, but with large amounts of spatial aggregation
along with a longer time series. However, the longer time series
is simplified by utilizing only a small subset of those data. Also,
they cost-optimize predetermined resource sites to balance the load.
Aside from the resource data, the critical di�erence in these models
compared with NEWS is the co-optimized structure of the NEWS
model, which solves for the minimum total system cost, including
both generation and transmission simultaneously.

The NEWS model is intended to be a hybrid capacity
expansion and production cost model. The hybrid approach
allows for cost reductions because the capacity expansion is
decided in parallel with the dispatch of the generators instead
of in serial. Supplementary Information Section 1 provides more

1Earth System Research Laboratory, NOAA, 325 Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80305, USA. 2Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences,
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80305, USA. †Joint first authors. *e-mail: alexander.e.macdonald@noaa.gov; christopher.clack@noaa.gov

NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE | ADVANCE ONLINE PUBLICATION | www.nature.com/natureclimatechange 1

• For the US, build out new generation sources that 
are cheaper than just OPERATING existing sources

• Connect them across regions w/a new HVDC grid

• Meet 100% of demand 100% of the time 

• 80% CO2 emissions reduction in 10 years

• Nobody’s electric bills go up



HVDC Transmission!



Global Citizens
• Deep decarbonization is harder than 

building clean energy in the first place

• Nobody is going to spend $100T 
building land lines across Africa

• The best & cheapest new energy will be 
in places without existing stuff



Costs
• Conversion to 100% 

noncarbon energy 
will cost about 
1% of GDP

• That’s about what it 
cost to retrofit all the 
world’s cities with 
indoor plumbing a 
century ago …

• It was SO worth it!



Costs in Context

Rescuing civilization will cost a lot of money. 
• Probably in the neighborhood of what we spend on 

brand new phones or the military

• Maybe 1/3 of what we spend on new cars

• Vastly less than we have spent on roads!

Item Cost
1% of  global GDP $850 billion per year

New mobile phones (handsets only) $600 billion per year

US Military (DOD only) $665 billion per year

New cars & light trucks (90 million/year @ $25,000) $2,250 billion per year

Roads (64 million miles @ $5M/mile) $ 320 TRILLION total



My Grandparents



My Grandparents’     
Generation

Built subways, sewers, 
the electrical grid, defeated the Nazis



My Parents



My Parents’     
Generation

Built the Interstate Highways, 
fought the cold war, landed on the Moon! 



Jennifer & Me



My Generation

Invented the PC, Built the internet, 
replaced billions of land-lines with cell phones



My Kids



My Kids’     
Generation

Will replace the world’s 
energy system again!



Choose Your Future
Many people think:  

“Our well-being is based on
stuff we extract from the ground”

When we stop burning coal, will our 
descendants shiver in the dark?



Choose Your Future
I prefer:  

“We create our well-being through 
creativity, ingenuity, and hard work”

The future is bright!


